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MongoDB
Secure Database
This Social Network is all about Security, Safety and Flexibility. We
want you to have the flexibility to post what you want*, when you
want and how you want, all with the promise of security and the tools
to do so. MongoDB has been the chosen server to secure our database.
With the use of MongoDB we promise to provide a strong, fast and
secure database. Your passwords and private messages will be stored
and encrypted with SHA-256 and salted using a random MD5 key. The
database itself is encrypted and encryption keys are rotated hourly.
This will help ensure your information is as secure as possible.
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Node.JS
Application Handling
Node.js is a handy lightweight and scalable product for handling web
events. It is fast and can handle multiple connections at once. For
example, when you login you need all your messages, you need a feed,
you need your pictures etc. All of this is done through node.js
connecting to multiple parts of the database and grabbing these.
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MongooseJS
Application Modelling
MongooseJS provides a simple way of modelling applications that
interact with MongoDB and pull the data needed from it. With the use
of mongooseJS with Node.js and MongoDB combined, it makes a fast,
efficient and lightweight solution for bringing you all the content
you want and need, securely and without those lengthy wait times.
“
Let's face it, writing MongoDB validation, casting and business logic

boilerplate is a drag. That's why we wrote Mongoose.”

“anything you want*”(Anything disgusting such as Child Pornography,
Bestiality and/or Rape is not tolerated, The terms of service will
provide you with more info)
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About
0FuxGiven is a social network developed by hackers, for hackers. On
platforms such as Twitter or Facebook, if you post a hack or post a
dump it is more than likely going to get taken down. On 0FuxGiven you
can post such things without violating our terms of service. Seeing
as it is illegal, if the government in the country our servers are
hosted request for us to take it down, we have to…… Although…… It
will be hosted in Sweden.

Besides that,
● We have no limit to the amount of characters you can use in a

post.

● You are able to use <code></code> to represent code in your

posts or in your messages.

● If you click the little pen and paper when you are posting, it

allows you to paste your data (Dumps, Target-Bins, Programs
etc).

● You can color code parts of your post (or all of your post).

And many more features !!!
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If you have any suggestions or would like more info, do not hesitate
to Email me on 
shadowfiend69@protonmail.ch.

